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We l c o m e Yo u Tu b e
Model Builders!

W

e are really excited to deliver this March issue of the YouTube
Model Builders eMag to the community. The YouTube Model
Builders “Team” has committed to putting the “eMag” together
with the assistance from the model railroading community at large.
Our plan? To deliver a useful informative publication for Model Railroaders
who travel this vast net of information. In this issue and many to follow, we
will include YouTube Model Builders LIVE show information, along with
many informative tutorial based articles, information on happenings in the
community, listings of up and coming YouTube Channels, and general information that are inspirational in building of our Model Railroads.

Our Vision:
To establish free online resources as a primary source for model railroad
techniques and inspiration in an ad free, selfless service environment.

Our Mission:
The mission of YouTube Model Builders is to inspire individuals for sharing
model railroad building techniques through the use of YouTube and other
free online resources. Our goal is not only to share knowledge in a community but also assist individuals who are learning or looking for inspiration through the online model railroading community.

— The YouTube Model Builders Team

Editor’s Note...
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elcome to the March 2015 issue of the YouTube Model Builders eMag. Our inaugural
issue, which launched in January this year, was quite well received by the YouTube
Model Builders community. We had many positive and encouraging comments and I
want to share some of these with you:


“Keep up the fantastic work … I look forward to model builders live and now our very own
eMag. Thanks for all the efforts by all who participate in the production of these fantastic
features Terry“ - Terry T.



“This is a very cool idea this eMag - thank you to all the member behind the scenes on getting this out to us all cheers Ron“ - Ron B.



“I think this is an awesome thing you put together. It’s going to be a great read. Later,
John” - John C.



“Looking forward to the eMag I know it's going to be great.” - Bill D.

In this issue we focus attention on key elements of planning a layout. By this I don’t mean bench
work, scenery, weathering, or anything similar. What I mean here is that we focus attention to
those intangibles that many in this community who are on their second, third, or even fifth layout
“build” inherently know and understand from experiences and lessons learned. For those building
their first layout or their first structure model, thought must be given to these intangibles through
proper planning. Understanding how much time is needed to build a single structure verses a
whole layout, as I see it, is one of those intangibles, and a good appreciation of this is critical to
success.
Starting with this issue, we kick off a new series of articles on track planning from Bill Beranek The Track Planner, who shares with us his perspective on track planning and the seven elements
he uses in his planning and design work.
ModelerManMike bestows upon us his thoughts of what is involved in planning a layout or a structure build. In addition “Big Bill” Graham reflects on his journey into model railroading and the evolution of his layout through YouTube videos.
Barry Rosier follows up on my article in the prior issue entitled “Lighting Options for Layout Structures” (which focused on use of incandescent bulbs), with his article “LED Lighting for Layout
Structures,” and discusses types of LEDs, and his use of LEDs and SMDs on his structures.
Todd Walton describes step-by-step how he built HO scale snow fences from Sierra Scale Model
kits and the Community Collage features Marcos Huizel’s Lepanto Valley Railroad which will take
you back in time to the late 1800’s in the theme of the Old West. Also featured are three YouTube
channels that are great resources for YouTube modelers in the Pick-3 section.
The YouTube Model Builders eMag is a free publication released by model railroaders for model
railroaders. It’s completely ad free and free for you! I invite you to read on.


Loggin’ Locos

Editor-In-Chief
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Time For Model Railroading

C

After the YouTube Model Builders
LIVE! Show that just aired (that I
participated in and appeared on with
other great guests including Vinny
Sestito (bnsf6951), Ron Pare, Geno
Sharp (Gknos modeltrains), William
“Big Bill" Graham, and Barry Rosier
on the topic of structures), many
subjects came up that are so difficult
to cover in 2 hours. The show covered many structure related subjects, and the panel of experts was
able to handle and answer the many
questions posed by the audience.
There were however a few subjects
that I felt we could have covered
much deeper. But the show itself on
structures didn't really give us a platform to discuss many things outside
of structure building. The thought is I
could expand on some of those subjects here, in an eMag article.
One subject that I felt really needed
to be covered is (in general) model
railroad building and general planning
for this. With so many working on
their models and sharing on
YouTube, the view is that they are

YouTube Model
Builders LIVE! Want to

By ModelerManMike
an you believe how fast
time flies! It seems like just
yesterday YouTube Model
Builders released its first YouTube
Model Builders eMag to the public.
What a great way to share in model
railroading through an ad-free and
totally free publication for the community, and even better, put together by the community. Here we are,
and here is issue number two, and
what a great way to share thoughts
on model railroading through
YouTube and a great model railroading community.
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see live shows
discussing modeling

simply building a "layout". A layout in
simple terms is a model railroad.

techniques, YouTube
resources, and Web

Something that is not really talked
about in many of the circles in our
community is the deeper subject of
the goals of the individuals’ layouts,
what they plan on having when they
are done, and more importantly, the
time this all takes to build. A consideration for time is something that
many beginners don't seem to figure
into the equation of building their
dream layout. Seeing these layouts
come together on YouTube in a video or even a complete video series
does not capture (in many cases) the
full range of the tasks completed and
how much work actually goes into
building a model railroad. That is
because we sometimes feel that we
are at the mercy of time. We visit
with our YouTube subscribed channels either when the need arises or

resources?
Check out the LIVE show
that airs monthly .
— Free to you!
upon an upload. We may tend to
recognize the time gap between uploads but fail to associate it with the
time and effort it took the modeler
behind the scenes before we got to
see the next part of their build.
Therefore we see time slices, or vignettes, of their build process.
Let’s take for example Brian Burke.
He is one of the guys I have been
following on YouTube for several
years. Brian is very inspiring and

Brian Burke’s YouTube channel showcasing his HO layout.
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completely down to earth.
Brian shares all sorts of
things model railroad related
through his YouTube Channel (brian102256). Brian has
been posting on his YouTube
Channel for over 4 to5 years
now and is currently producing videos on his second layout through a complete video series. Did I say second
layout? Yes I did! Many people create one layout, find
Time spent meticulously
they need to move or just
detailing
the models is key
change their model around
to perfecting your skills!
to better suit the room, or,
in many cases want something different from their
planning, as he has actually spent
model. Brian's channel is a great way
running trains through this entire
to understand some of the work
building adventure.
that goes into this as he shares so
much, including mistakes he has
Brian is not alone at all in this advenmade in the planning and the building
ture of putting together the perfect
processes. Over all, he elaborates as
layout. Many people tear down their
much as he can through building his
layout and rebuild once again. Many
layout.
people I know are on their third and
fourth layout. This is why it is so
Brian has upwards of 5 years of videimportant to plan, plan, and plan!
os, so, we know he has been workBuilding a layout begins with a plan.
ing on this for a while, and to date is
Decide for what purpose you want
only just starting to run trains again
your model railroad, create a track
on his new layout. So, with that said,
plan, and talk to as many people as
based on the videos I have seen, he
you can to ensure you are covering
has spent as much time building and
everything you want.
It takes time, patience, and lot of sweat equity to assemble,
paint, and detail a structure so it looks professional.

Significant amount of time
and effort went into creating
this well presented structure.

On many videos on my YouTube
channel, under the channel comments area, I get a lot of compliments for sharing my structure
builds. The thing I notice is that
many people are not aware of the
time it takes to do some of these
builds. Where I share these builds in
videos that are 10 to 30 minutes
long, these models take hours to
complete with only a summary of
the build in the video. I have tried to
explain to so many people that they
too could build models as nice, if not
better than I am doing on these videos just by spending the time on their
own model. The individuals that are
aware of the time involved are generally on their second or third layout
and understand the time involved.
People that are new to the hobby
generally don't realize how much
time it takes. I talk to many people in
hangouts about this; how much time
something takes to do in model railroad building - from the bench work
to structures and scenery.
The truth is, to build a structure that
looks nice and has plenty of details,
does take several hours to put together. Anyone can throw a model
together and make it look decent.
However, spending more time on
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constructive details such as lighting
and other things to make that model
pop takes time - a lot of time.
Time is really what this is all about.
What can make any model, model
railroad, details, and scenery look
fantastic is time, a lot of it. If there is
anything I would want to convey
here is that if anyone is doing this
alone, don't expect this to happen in
a couple of weeks or even a couple
of months. Plan for this.
A suggestion I pose to so many is to
build a small layout or model first;
with room to expand on it. This will
help get a good understanding of
how much time it takes to put together something that is dazzling to
the eye or maybe has great switching
opportunity. Many seem to get hung
up on the amount of money it takes
to create a model railroad but in
reality time is without a doubt the
biggest investment in creating a model railroad and everything you do
with a new layout counts on you
having the time to do it. Planning for
this time can pay out huge dividends
in quality results and yes even recognition as a true modeler.

7

My new layout build is
well on track because of
lessons learned and a
solid plan to guide me.
Where I am by all means no expert,
I myself am on my second layout
now and fully understand the commitment of time that goes into a layout plan. I am now building my new
layout using lessons learned from my
first layout experience. Along with
the lessons learned and watching so
many people on YouTube build layouts, I also learn from mistakes
shared by others. This is really the
key isn't it - learning best practices
and methods for putting together
something that you and your family

can enjoy.
Something to consider is the size of
your layout, what is your destination,
your goal for your layout. This brings
me to the next subject that comes
up many times in discussions. So
many people have their own idea of
what a layout should be, what they
feel a model railroad should look
like, and operate like. We all have
different objectives for our modeling.
I myself am building a hybrid scenic/
operations layout. I love modeling
buildings and scenery. The buildings
and scenery are probably even more
important to me than the locomotives and rolling stock. The trains are
merrily a part of my model.
Many others are only into the model
trains, rolling stock, and switching.
They focus on this and their scenery.
Structures are all just something for
their trains to run by. Eric Hall (his
YouTube channel is IMRROcom) and
I have had this conversation a few

We want your YouTube
inspired articles!
Contact us at
YTMBeMag@gmail.com
Eric Hall’s YouTube channel showcasing his layout.
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A well thought out and
well designed track plan is
a critical starting place for
any modeler looking to
build a layout.
Having a professionally
designed plan can help
save you many hours of
aggravation - in the end, a
savings you can measure
in time and money.

times. Like Eric says, "If I can get a
structure together and placed on my
layout, I am doing good." Eric has a
layout, as you can see on his channel,
which, for a long time remained a
lot of “plywood” - and this may have
been right for him at the time. He is
running trains and it is understood
that his goals are very different from
my personal goals. In all, we have
different views on for what purpose
we want our model railroad layout.

www.thetrackplanner.com), one of
the great guys in our model railroad
community, can surely help with this.
The truth is, paying for a track plan
can save hundreds in material, time,
and over all get you thinking of
where you want to be when you’re
done. A first step might even be to
contact Bill and discuss your options.
Bill created my track plan (pictured
above) in only a couple of weeks and
my entire layout is being put together based on this
track plan.
Planning for build time can pay

With that
said, a plan,
out huge dividends in quality
a thought
It’s difficult to
about time
results and yes even
cover so many asinvestment,
pects of building a
recognition as a true modeler.
and the end
model railroad in a
goal, are
single article like
very important when putting togeththis. If I have learned anything about
er a layout. I know personally that it
my hobby, that it is very dynamic and
all starts with a plan. Taking these
everyone has their own view on
few steps can save so much time and
what a model railroad should be.
rework later. Decide what you want:
What I have found is that a model
a switching layout (operations), a
railroad is the creator’s dream and
scenic layout, or a hybrid. What is
it’s not wrong if it is their layout.
the era? Will it be freelanced or a
true prototype? Then get a track
If you are new to the hobby or just
plan put together by someone that
getting started building a layout, savknows what they are doing. Bill
ing time and money is paramount in
Beranek (The Track Planner:
my book. The best way to under-

stand much having to do with model
railroading is through YouTube and
also the YouTube Model Builders
Hangouts where you can talk directly with other model railroaders in
real time, in a friendly and fun atmosphere, where people will certainly answer questions you may
have on building a model railroad.

A

About the Author
ModelerManMike is a YouTube
channel owner who has been modeling for several years and really enjoys sharing model railroad how-to
videos. As the YouTube Model
Builders Team lead, he works for the
community to assist new builders
and experienced modelers alike.
You can learn more about model
railroad structure building on Mike’s
YouTube channel at https://
www.youtube.com/user/digoxy.
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A Perspective on Track Planning
By William (Bill) J. Beranek —The Track Planner

W

elcome to the first in a
new series of articles for
YouTube Model Builders
e-Magazine (eMag). I am looking
forward to sharing my thoughts and
ideas pertaining to track planning and
layout design. First, I want to thank
those individuals responsible for taking the YouTube Model Builders
eMag from a concept to a reality and
for having the confidence in me to
contribute in some small way. A
publication like this does not happen
by accident. It takes a lot of time and
hard work by some very dedicated
individuals.

One of my passions, along with golf
and travel, is designing track plans. I
enjoy designing plans for model railroaders who have built the preverbal
Ping-Pong table or donut-hole layout. Many model railroaders, who
have built this type of layout, usually
after a year or two, decide to move
on to the next level of layout design:
building a layout focused on prototypical operations. For many, transferring real railroad operations to a
model railroad can be a daunting
task. This is where I can help.
I watch many YouTube videos and in

a high percentage, I see a common
theme; the builder is doing a good
job constructing the layout. The
problem, from my perspective, they
are building poorly thought-out track
plans that may never reach their intended goals. Unfortunately, there is
also a small group who simply "wing
it" as they build. After a while this
path leads to major disenchantment,
causing some to leave the hobby after spending thousands of dollars.
On many occasions, I have asked the
question, "What does model railroad
operations mean to you?" The com-

Seven design elements are used as a starting point and provide the
guiding principles for my track planning and design work.
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mon answer is "Putting down track,
wiring it, placing an engine and some
cars on the track, and turning on the
power." In my opinion, watching an
engine chasing its caboose or end of
train device around an oval is a not
operating - that is rail fanning! There
is nothing wrong with rail fanning; it
is not what I would describe as operating.
Through this YouTube Model Builders eMag, I hope to pass along some
of the design concepts I have mastered over the last two decades. In
future issues, I will be sharing my
thoughts on the seven design elements I try to include in each track
plan, with the focus being prototypical operations. Below are the seven
elements I use to create the basic
starting point for all of my track
planning and design work, regardless
of era or space.









Walk Along Mainlines
Narrow Shelves
Long Mainline or Branch-line
Runs
Trains Traveling Through Scenes
Once
View Blocking Peninsulas
Staging Yards (both hidden &
open)
Prototypical Operations

In up-coming articles I will go into
detail about how I use each of the
seven design elements and how each
element works in conjunction with
the others. I will give readers specific
track planning information that will
help them not only design well
thought-out model railroads, but
also design layouts that operate prototypical.
In the next issue, I will begin with a
discussion of walk-along mainlines
and narrow shelves. I will explain
why these two elements offer many

more operational possibilities than
the Ping-Pong table or donut-hole
layout.
In some small way, I hope to contribute to everyone's enjoyment of
this great hobby. Stay tuned, it
should be a fun and interesting ride.

Up-Coming Articles
By The Track Planner*

b

About the Author

May 2015 Issue
 Design Element One Walk along mainlines
 Design Element Two Narrow shelves

Bill Beranek - The Track Planner has
over forty years in the model railroading hobby. Bill enjoys golfing,
travelling, and of course designing
“prototypical operations” focused
track plans. He has been a member
of a local 135+ member model railroad club since 2003 and has served
twice as the club’s president, twice
as a board member, and is currently
serving as the club’s treasurer.

July 2015 Issue
 Design Element Three Long mainline runs
 Design Element Four Trains traveling once
through a scene

Bill is currently working on his latest
triple-deck HO scale layout depicting
the SP&S (Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway) in southern Washington
and the OTL (Oregon Trunk Line)
on the upper level in northern Oregon in the mid 50's.

November 2015 Issue
 Design Element Seven Prototypical operations

You can find more about Bill—The
Track Planner at:
www.thetrackplanner.com

March 2016 Issue
 Computer Aided Design
(CAD) software

September 2015 Issue
 Design Element Five View blocks & peninsulas
 Design Element Six Staging yards

January 2016 Issue
 How the era you like
sometimes conflicts
with space

May 2016 Issue
 Model railroaders who
were ahead of their
times
 Proposed topics—subject to
update or change.

Google+ Hangouts! If you like real time video chat with other
model railroaders, watch for these LIVE Hangouts to join. Ask
questions, help others with their modeling videos, or just join
in live chat and simply “ H a n g o u t ! ”
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LED Lighting for Layout Structures
By Barry Rosier (Barry’s Bench)

I

began my foray into model railroading as a young kid helping
my grandfather setup the American Flyer trains under our Christmas tree every year. We had a 4’ x
8’ platform full of Plasticville houses
that were all lit up and I loved it. As I
grew older we eventually stopped
putting up our trains but I still loved
it.
While in high school a friend got me
to join a Boy Scout explorer post
that was focused on the Model Railroading merit badge. Over the years
I planned but never built a layout of
my own. Then I met my friend Dave
Luciano and it all changed. We
founded our club 23 years ago and
are still going strong.
Now I am in the process of actually
building a layout of my own and I am
working on different ways of lighting
my structures so I thought I’d share
some of what I’ve learned on using
LEDs for lighting structures.
As I started planning my layout, I
also started planning out the wiring
and lighting options. I knew from
early on that I wanted to use LEDs
for all of my lighting as I’m am very
comfortable with electronics. I really
like the reliability of LEDs and the
fact that they produce almost no
heat that may damage plastic structures. I selected a structure that
was rather challenging to light since
it was a built-up from Woodland
Scenics. In this article I will be covering selecting LEDs and various methods for powering them. I will try to
clear up some of the issues that deter people from using LEDs

Types of LEDs
The most common types of LEDs
are shown in the photo here. The
Various sizes of Surface Mount
LEDs (SMDs).

Various types and sizes of LEDs
(rectangular and round).
round type LEDs are what most
modelers use for inside of structures
or for locomotive headlights. They
are sized in millimeters (mm) such as
2mm, 3mm, etc. To light street
lamps, building lights, etc. surface
mount LEDs are more common.
Surface mount LEDs (or SMDs) are
listed by the size of the package
(i.e.: 0402, 1206, etc.). This specifies
the size (0402 is .040” x .020”).
SMDs are available loose (as shown
on the right), pre-wired with magnet
wire (30-38 AWG), and with or
without dropping resistors.

Before and after adding
warm white 0402 SMD LEDs
to the lamp shades.

They are also available as LED strip
lights that come on a 5 meter reel
and are powered by a single 12V

LED strip lights.
power supply. They can be cut into
3 LED sections and have resistors so
you can use the same 12V supply for
each section. I prefer these over
discrete LEDs for interior lighting as
they provide a more even overall
light, compared to the spot light effect of round type LEDs (which can
be corrected by cutting the dome off
without damaging the inside).
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SMD LED Polarity Markings.

Parallel vs.
Serial Circuits

Round LED Polarity
Markings.

Wiring of LEDs

1. Power supply voltage (i.e.: 12V).
2. LED voltage (White and blue are
usually 3V, other colors vary).
3. LED current draw (usually in
milliamps, or mA).

Unlike incandescent bulbs LEDs have
a polarity, so they require DC voltage. Standard LEDs usually have the
positive (or anode) lead which is the
longer lead, and may have a mark or
flat spot denoting the negative (or
cathode) lead. SMDs vary as to the
markings but most have something as
shown above. You can check with
your supplier if there is a question.

Here is the formula to use:

The Mysterious Dropping
Resistor

Resistance = (Source Volts LED Volts) / (Current / 1000)

I will show you how simple it is to
figure out what value resistor you
need based on the power supply voltage you plan on using. You will need
to use a 1/4 watt resistor most of the
time. You need to know a few simple
pieces of information.

The formula to calculate resistance
in a circuit is R=V/I or, more relevant to what we're doing:
R = Resistance
V= (Source Volts - LED Volts)
I = (Current / 1000)

So if we have a 12V battery powering a 3V, 25mA LED, our formula
becomes:
(12 - 3) / (25 / 1000) = 360 ohms.
Just select the nearest standard value
resistor, in this case 390 ohms. Always err on the side of a larger resistor rather than smaller.

The advantage of a parallel circuit
is that even if one or more LEDs
go out, the remaining LEDs continue to light because each LED
receives power directly. Given
this same logic, for example, if we
were to attach 4 LEDs rated at
3V DC to a 12V DC power supply, then each of the LEDs will
receive 12V DC from a 12V DC
transformer without any voltage
degradation, therefore each LED
would need it’s own dropping
resistor.
In a series circuit, the LEDs would
be daisy-chained by connecting
the cathode (-) lead of the first
LED to the negative (-) power
source and the anode (+) lead to
the next LED’s cathode (-) lead,
and that LED’s anode (+) lead to
the cathode (-) lead of the next
LED and so on. The last LED’s
anode (+) lead would be connected to the positive (+) on the
power source making the circuit
complete.
This reduces the voltage to each
LED because the voltage is divided among each of the LEDs. So,
for example if a 12V DC power
source is hooked up to 4 LEDs,
each rated at 3V DC, then each
LED would only receive 3V DC
(12V divided by 4 LEDs). No resistor is needed for this example
unless you used a larger supply
voltage. Then you would need to
add a resistor to drop any voltage
over the combination of all of the
LED voltages (16V supply - (4*3V)
= 4V). So calculating using a 16V
source, 12V LEDs, and 100mA of
current (4*25mA for each LED
would be a 47 ohm resistor. In a
series circuit, if one LED goes out
the entire circuit goes dead.
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To install LEDs in these solid
lamps I started with a #70 drill
bit and drilled from the center
of the shade
and out the
back behind
the gooseneck.

Now the easy button method:
Search on Google the following:
“calculate resistor for led”. This will
give you a list of LED resistor calculators that you can just enter the
values into and get the correct size
resistor.
One really nice calculator can be
found at: ledcalc.com/. In this calculator you can enter in the number of
resistors and it will show you the
best wiring diagram (parallel or series, or a combo), and the proper
value (and recommended wattage) of
the needed resistor(s). A parallel
circuit is still the best method but a
series circuit works better with
LEDs than incandescent bulbs.
Two additional calculators can be
found here:
1. led.linear1.org/1led.wiz
2. www.ohmslawcalculator.com/led
-resistor-calculator

Installing the Exterior LEDs
I started by installing 0402 SMDs in
the exterior shade lamps. As I noted
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I drilled the shade out with
a 3/32” drill bit to make a
recess for the LEDs.

I drilled a hole behind the gooseneck
with a #70 bit and
fished the wires
through.

above, I started with a #70 drill bit
and drilled from the center of the
shade and out the back behind the
gooseneck. I enlarged the opening in
the shade with a 3/32” drill bit. Then
I drilled a hole next to the gooseneck
(at the entry point to the wall) to
feed the wires into the building.
I then inserted the wires into the
shade and gently seated the LED
within the shade opening. I secured
it with a drop of CA. Finally I inserted the wires into the hole in the
building and formed them to follow
the gooseneck shape, securing the
wire to the gooseneck with CA. Later I touched up the wires with paint
to match the gooseneck color.

Installing the interior LEDs

The molded-in recess for the 5mm
LED.
photo to the right. I wasn’t too happy with the light from the single
LED. The biggest issue was it had a
spotlight effect on the floor I installed within the building. I tried
cutting the dome of the LED off and
sanding it which helped but I still
wasn’t happy.

For the interior lighting I experimented with several different types of
LEDs.
First Option – 5mm Round
I started with a 5mm round LED.
There was a molded-in recess in the
roof that the LED fit into perfectly.
You can see it in the center of the

Do not cut into the inside of the LED.
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Second Option – Christmas
Light LED
I decided to try an LED from a string
of Christmas lights I got at Walmart.
I was able to pull the LED out of the
holder just like you do a regular
bulb. I tested it with a 3V button
battery (a
CR2025). It
worked! I soldered wires to
the LED and bent
the leads 90 degrees. I taped this
to the ceiling of the first floor (I used
black foam board for the ceiling). I
liked this better than the original
round LED but about the same as
the modified one. The Christmas
LED needed to be tinted as it was
very blue-white. I painted a thin coat
of Model Master Acrylic Turn Signal
Amber which did the trick.
Third Option – LED Strip Lights
I decided to try using LED strip lights
and see if they gave me the result I

I used two sections to light the second floor, one on each side of the
interior photo divider (see pictures).
I taped the LED strips to the ceiling
with electrical tape. I ran the wires
down the wiring channel in the building side. Then I inserted the interior
photo on an angle and inserted the
floor/ceiling to hold it in place.

No matter which side you look in
you see the interior view.
The install needs some cleanup of
the wiring and there are plenty more
shade lamps to light! d
The finished interior scenes.

I taped the third strip to the ceiling
by the office windows and ran the
wire down the wall. Next I connected the 12V power supply to the
wires (after testing polarity). Finally I
taped the office interior photo in
place. The office interior photo was
sized to fit in as a curved backdrop

The installed LED strip and photo
of the office interior.
since there was only one wall with
windows where you could see in.
The second floor interior photo
however is double sided and was
placed on an angle as there are windows on all four sides on this floor.

A section of 3 LED strip lights.
was looking for. Note: I was trying
to make it look like florescent lights.
I had used the strip lights before to
build a layout demo model and had
some on hand. So I got it out and
plugged it in and it was exactly the
look I desired.
Second floor lighting.

About the Author
Barry Rosier is currently building a
12’ x 20’ American Flyer S scale layout. This is his first personal layout
but not the first layout he has built.
Barry is one of the founding members of the Strasburg Model Railroad
Club and has worked to help build
their 117 foot modular layout of the
Strasburg Railroad near Lancaster,
PA. The club is 23 years old. The
other layout he is planning is a PRR
HO layout that will be a double deck
above his American Flyer layout.
Barry is currently documenting his
American Flyer build on YouTube.
Hopefully the construction of the
HO layout will begin this summer
and will be documented on his channel at https://www.youtube.com/
user/bsrosier.
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YouTube Model Builders LIVE is aired monthly with a great line up of
events and panel members. The main focus of YouTube Model Builders LIVE is to provide a Q&A style forum for YouTube modelers to interact with their favorite YouTube model builders. Come watch and
remember to register for great door prizes during the show! For the
latest schedule updates go to www.YouTubeModelBuilders.com.
March 21st, 2015

This show will be on Track Planning; how to plan a layout, what common
mistakes you might run into, and how to make the most out of space you
have. Our special guest will Bill "The Track Planner" Beranek.
Panel Members: William Graham, Barry Rosier, Miles Hale, BNSF6951, and
The Track Planner
April 18th, 2015

The April Show will be a fun show, as it will be an open forum. Everything
and anything about the hobby will be open for questions and discussion.
Panel Members: William Graham, Barry Rosier, brian102256, Colorado’s
Joint Line, Ray Boebel, Ron Pare, and Sven Frank
May 16th, 2015

When May is here and winter is in the rear view mirror, what better way
than to have a show on scenery. Trees, grass, mountains, and rivers. So
come on pop the popcorn and get the computer up and running.
Panel Members: William Graham, Barry Rosier, ModelerManMike,
gknosmodeltrains, and Southern8099
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“Big Bill” Graham: A YouTube Modeler’s Journey
By William Graham

W

ell if you're reading this, it
must mean you like the
premiere issue of the
YouTube Model Builders eMag. I
want to take the time here to thank
Loggin’ Locos for his time,
knowledge, and effort in putting this
together for the community, Ok, ok
you can all stop applauding now.
If you guys have been following my
latest videos of my de-construction
of the old 4x16 South Brooklyn Railroad, you will have seen that layout
has been completely taken down and
is no longer around. The only things
that I saved were the structures and
the turnouts, but what you did not
get in the 6 to 10 minutes were the
“whys”.
My background in the model railroad
hobby started in 1983 when I had
surgery on my knee and my wife
Georgean thought I needed to get
out and get my leg moving. She
found a flier for a club called the SI
Modeler Railroad Club and she
thought I should check it out. And
so with my crutches and my bad
knee we went and I joined. In meeting these guys at the club, I got to be
friends with them - tell the truth
who doesn't want to be my friend?
One of the guys drove me home and
I showed him the basement and the
idea for the first layout came to be.
It was called the North Shore &
Richmond Terminal Railroad, or the
NS&RT. It was a dog bone with
continuous running, and it was a big
10’x23’. It had a mountain in the
corner; it was so big we had to rig a

harness into the rafters and suspend
my son Mike who was 4 at the time
and hand him the wet plaster towels
to form the mountain.
After a while the group of guys that
were in the club went in different
directions - some wanted to stay a
club, some wanted to go modular so the club disbanded. And it was at
this time I re-evaluated the NS&RT
as it was a big layout - a little too big
for me, and with my crazy hours at
work I was not giving it its due. So
in 1984 the NS&RT came down and
the basement remained, well a basement for a while.

that I engaged in a conversation with
Mike, and in doing so, he encouraged
me to produce YouTube videos. He
said I was a good fit for it.
So in the summer of 2014 I started
to do videos. I had no plan, no style,
no rhythm, and no direction. Would
I recommend for you to go that
route? Only if it's works for you. It
worked for me and here is my reason for this: I would watch YouTube
videos and I would see perfection trains running flawlessly and structures weathered to perfection! And
you know, to get to that level of success, it has to be achieved. Like they
say "How do you get to Carnegie Hall? PRACTICE, PRACTICE,
PRACTICE!!"
Catastrophe Railroad is Born

A New Beginning
Then in 2014 I met, or should I say, I
emailed this YouTube guy named
ModelerManMike and this whole
new world opened up to me! Although the process of building the
South Brooklyn Railroad (SBkRR)
was already up and running, things
were about to get very interesting!
I was in the middle of the build and I
was putting structures on the layout,
and well, the buildings lacked a certain kind of WOW factor! Then, as
always as I do, I went to the videos
on YouTube and I came across the
builds of ModelerManMike and was
just intrigued with his approach to
working, and his ease with putting
together a structure. You see I am
not that guy - at times I lack confidence in attempting to do new
things. I will get back to that in a minute. The long and short of it is, is

The name Catastrophe Railroad was
born and it has been pretty good so
far. My thinking is that in order to
get to greatness you first have to
mess it up and then Bada-Bing it
comes to you. It helps that you surround yourself with supportive people and people in the know. Never
be afraid to reach out and ask! You
will be surprised in what people are
willing to do for you, and in turn,
what you do for others. By the way
that also applies to model railroading.
Most of you who watch my videos
have seen the finished product that
was up and have seen me add some
structures along the way. Here is
where I get back to the lack of confidence I have. I am my worst enemy
when it comes to building the layout,
structures, or anything at all. In my
life I have a wife who has been my
biggest supporter and fan. She tells

me all the time that I can do it when
I say I can't. The one thing that I
have learned is you can't steal second base until you take your foot off
first. Sounds simple right? Now let's
put that into practice and that is
where ModelerManMike and you
guys come into this equation. You
see all that I have done, is through
this community. We feed off of each
other and give each other the
knowledge, the strength, and yes,
the courage to attempt things. The
start of this YouTube Model Builders
is, and has been, a great thing.
A lot has happened to the South
Brooklyn Railroad since my last article. I have taken the one in the basement down and have started a new
layout in the spare bedroom up in
my house. The move has been a
good one, no I take that back, a
great one. I am in the house and
have access to the bathroom, I know
you think that sounds strange, but
wait till you're my age and have an
over-active bladder.

is something that takes planning,
time, effort, nurturing, patience, and
a whole lot of coffee. We think the
end result is the running of the
trains, and it is to some extent, but
the journey to get there is the fun
part; it is the adventure, if you will.
When I put my video updates out
there, the response I see most often
is "You Will Be Laying Track Real
SOON!" That is not my goal.
Please do not get me wrong here.
My ultimate goal is to run an operational railroad and it will happen, but
the process itself is the fun here. I
know cutting lumber, wiring the layout, building more risers, and all the
other mundane stuff is not fun you
might say!! It is this part that makes
the layout your own.

We tend to want the quick-fix solutions; the let's have it 15 minutes ago
attitude. It’s not the fastest that I go
that wins the prize here, but the
journey of building something, seeing
it come out of a bare room to a
shape, and to a place where the ideI need to back up a bit here, this aras are bouncing off the walls. It is
ticle was supposed to be about putthe time when my wife comes in and
ting your videos on YouTube and it
tells me it's looking good and lunch
has turned into something more; a
is ready, to take that break and go
journey if you will. Building a layout
back and resume in the play room,
because that is what
it is, my play room.
It's where I go to
unwind from the crazy world, from the
texts, or from the
"Lets it get done!"
Building your layout
should not be a race,
but a slow walk with
a good friend. It
should be something
that you put on like
and old comfortable
sweater and start to
work in your time,
not the world's time.
That is what the
South Brooklyn Rail
“Big Bill” shares his build of the new South Brooklyn Road is to me, a place
Railroad on his YouTube channel.
to go and to be that 9
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“I want to give a big
shout out to Darren
Brady. Without his
knowledge and expertise I would still
have a pile of lumber
in the middle of the
room. Thank you
Darren for all that
you do my friend.”
— “Big Bill” Graham
year old wide eyed boy again.
Doing something you enjoy is good,
but doing something that you love is
the best!!! My advice to you guys is:
don’t just look at the end of the
journey with trains running, working
the yard moves, and dispatching that is good. But look forward to
the trip to get there – and that is the
best. Look at the people you will
meet and the knowledge you will
gain. I don't know about you, but I'm
ready for that walk. Let me grab my
sweater and I will see you on the
radio. How does that sound? g

About the Author
William “Big Bill” Graham is a retired motorman for the New York
City Transit Authority (NYCTA)
where he pushed the Iron Horse for
over 30 years. He spends his time
with his beautiful wife Georgean of
38 years and working towards world
peace. In his spare time he works
on his South Brooklyn Railroad. Follow “Big Bill’s” progress on his
YouTube Channel at https://
www.youtube.com/channel/UCqMv6qryZa702BwAEaCENQ.
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Community Collage
Marcos Huizel’s Lepanto Valley Railroad

I

n this issue we present pictures of Marcos Huizel’s Lepanto Valley Railroad which is set in the
time period of the late 1800’s and early 1900's in the theme of the Wild West! You can find
many more wonderful pictures on his Lepanto Valley RR Google+ page and related videos on
his YouTube channel: Lepanto Valley Railroad.
In each issue we choose one YouTube model railroader and feature a collection of photographs of
their layout, building structures, or any other YouTube model railroad related project. If you would
like to share pictures of your layout in the Community Collage, please contact us at
YTMBeMag@gmail.com.
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I

n each issue we share with you three YouTube Model Builders’ channels that
stand out and provide the model railroading community new and interesting
ideas, tips, tricks, and resources. Please check them out!

Laurie McLean - Anim8FX by Scoop
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLNf_r5kmK6WiDLaKPbajKg
Laurie models both On3 and HOn3 3-foot narrow gauge scales. Laure has an amazing
set of videos showing his many model railroad animations, such as a conductor waving his arms on the back of a caboose, his use of SMD LED lighting and decoders to
create some amazing audio and visual special effects.

Brian Burke—brian102256
https://www.youtube.com/user/brian102256
Brian is in the middle of modeling his second layout. He presents many ideas for creating a layout on a budget (including in his 30 part series on his prior build). Follow
Brian has he takes you through not only the construction of a layout room, but also
his thought process behind the decisions he makes in building out his current layout.

Chris Lyon—CNLVN
https://www.youtube.com/user/CNLVN
Chris is well known for his expertise in model railroading, in particular painting
backdrops, painting and weathering detailed parts. His YouTube channel provides
a wealth of knowledge on many aspects of model railroading, especially through
his many layout visits, interviews, and op-sessions with other top-notch modelers.
Into Facebook?
Check out the YouTube Model Railroaders Facebook page!
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Sierra Scale Models’ HO Scale Snow Fence Kit No. 135
By Todd Walton (2toady)

S

now fences have been, (and
still are) used in areas that
accumulate snow. Evidence
of snow fences dates back into the
mid 1800’s. Snow fences are used to
control drifting snow. The fences
vary in design from a simple picket
fence held together with twisted
wire to taller panels like those depicted in this kit. In flat and semi-flat
terrain snow can blow in many directions and cover roads and railroad tracks making travel dangerous.
Snow fences are placed perpendicular to where strong winds have historically left unwanted drifts. Very
few manufacturers of HO scale
structures have made kits of
snow fences, and those that have,
typically used metal or etched
metal as the kit material. I have
only seen a few of the metal
snow fence kits and didn’t like the
finished appearance of the fences,
even though the builders tried to
make them look like wood; they
just missed the mark for me.
While browsing around on eBay I
came across an auction for Sierra
Scale Models HO Snow fence kit
#135. While waiting for the auction
to end I visited
www.SierraScaleModels.com to
learn more about this kit as well as
their other products. I was interested to learn that this kit was made of
pre-cut wood and that the manufacturer claimed it to be ‘easy to as-

semble’. I typically don’t put too
much into such claims, preferring to
judge for myself. I did win the auction, and when I received the kit I
was pleasantly surprised to find that
nearly all of the kit parts were indeed pre-cut to the plans provided. I
decided to get started on the kit and
document any problems or tricks I
found along the way. I chose to
make a photocopy of the instruction
sheet; I found the colorful green paper too distracting when trying to
see the detail in the plans. I cut the
printed instructions from the sheet
and taped the fence plans to my
work table.

Per the printed instructions I used
scotch tape sticky side up over the
drawings. The instructions say to
place 6 of the 16’ – 1x6 pieces on
the tape, (working on the left panel).
I’m not sure if it was my horribly
oversized fingers or what, but I
could only get 1 to 2 pieces lined up.
Then I’d get the spacing off on the

next piece and while trying to fix
that one, they all would come loose.
I spent 30 minutes on this and came
to the conclusion that there must be
an easier way.
While taking a break I decided that it
might be wise to identify the pieces
of the kit so I could set up a sort of
assembly line. I decided to label the
panels ‘A’ & ‘B’ as shown in Figure 1.
I also labeled each bag of parts with
the corresponding panel letter so I
could quickly set out the correct
pieces. I also thought that if I added a
stop to the plan, (a small scrap of
wood glued on) I could then align
the 16’- 1x6’s to it, and that might
make it easier to assemble.
Even with adding the stop to the
plan I still found it difficult
to get the spacing correct
by laying the long pieces
directly on the tape. I
chose instead to lay the 3 –
2x6 stringers on the tape
‘edge-up’. After aligning the
stringers I used a plastic
toothpick to distribute the
white glue along the edges
of the stringers. Then I
proceeded to lay the 16’
pieces against the stop and
across the 3 stringers. I was able to
move around enough in the glue the
subsequent crosspieces to get the
spacing correct. I eventually found
that spreading only enough glue for 3
to 4 crosspieces kept the glue wet
enough to allow them to be adjusted. Next came adding the 9’ diagonal pieces. Here is where having pre
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

-cut kit parts is a great feature. All I
had to do was to cut off a corner,
add glue, and ‘ta-da!’ Braces were
done! I let the glue set for a few
minutes and then I carefully levered
the panel off of the tape and set it
aside.
As I worked on panel ‘A’ I also
worked on panel ‘B’. After the glue
set on panel ‘B’ I moved it off the
tape and inverted it so I could add
the final 16’ piece.
Next it was time to assemble the
panels and add the 1 x 6 cross braces (see Figure 2). The cross braces
were the only parts I had to cut myself. I started cutting the cross braces but soon realized there wasn’t
enough material supplied with the
kit. Fortunately I had some leftover
material from another kit to finish
the build. I contacted the manufacturer about this discrepancy and he

offered to send more material and
also mentioned that future kits
would contain double the amount of
material.
As shown in Figure 3 panel ‘B’ is on
the left and panel ‘A’ glues on to it at
a 90 degree angle, (or close to it).
While the glue on the panels is still
wet, I glued on the outer cross braces.
I then set each fence aside to dry.
After the glue set I added the center
cross brace and let it dry completely
before staining.
I used a basic India ink and alcohol
stain for my fences (see Figure 4),
but the beauty of wooden snow
fences is that the wood will accept
any kind of stain. I chose to do a few
with light staining and a few with
heavy staining, and the rest in between.
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Give the written instructions a try
like I did before trying my assembly
method, (or one of your own). I assembled these over a couple of evenings while watching television. C

Want to get your YouTube
channel featured or
mentioned in the
YouTube Model Builders
eMag? Contact us at
YTMBeMag@gmail.com
and tell us about your
YouTube Channel.
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YouTube Model Builders Tuesday night Topic-Driven Hangouts start at 9
PM CST / 10 PM EST and are scheduled for up to 2 hours so you have
plenty of time to ask questions and learn. For the latest schedule updates go to www.YouTubeModelBuilders.com.
March 2015

17th: Pinnacle Studio, productions with ModelerManMike,
Johnny R, and Bob Olson .
24th: Track planning/design follow up of YouTube Model
Builders LIVE! with Chris Heili.
31st: How to do videos and stills for train layouts, train shows, and rail fanning.
April 2015

7th: Converting older rolling stock trucks and couplers, and maintenance with
Troy P and Geno Sharp.
14th: Rolling stock weathering techniques, supplies, and equipment with Geno
Sharp.

Google+ YouTube Model Railroaders Community! This is the
place to be to discuss model railroading, YouTube production,
and most of all, share your model railroading layouts and videos!
Your YouTube Model Builders Team is working for you! We bring the YouTube
channels and FREE resources for model railroading to your doorstep.
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This free YouTube Model Builders e-Magazine is produced by the dedicated YouTube Model
Builders team on a volunteer basis. Please visit their channels and show your support!
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